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Andreas wrote: 

Eamonomae wrote: 
What  about  other  deities  like  Naamah or  Agrat  bat  Mahlat?  Samael?
Azazel? maybe even Ahriman?

...
The creator of the JoS organization was originally a Traditional Satanist. She
wasn't aware of Satan or the Demons having any Pagan origins and she wasn't
red-pilled about the jews, she didn't hate them. One day, she asked Satan who
he is, and he embarked in a whole journey where he disclosed to her his true
origins, the origins of the Demons and how jews are the enemies of the human
race. Up until 2004, the JoS didn't see the jews as a race as enemies, only the
jewish religion as one of the Abrahamic lies.

So when you consider the JoS history in context, it all makes sense. The JoS
wasn't created by an edgy Pagan Nazi who used names like Satan and Demons
for shock value, but by a Traditional non-Nazi Satanist who later discovered the
origins of Satan and the Demons and was red-pilled by Satan and the Demons
on Jews.

HPS Maxine was outside of the factions of the so-called "National Socialism" in the
strict  sense despite of  her  understanding the values of  race early  on.  The clearer
articulation  of  these  ideas  arrived  after  years  of  extensive  study,  meditation,  and
communication with the Gods.

The recognition of certain rules and regulations that unfortunately in the Western Mind
only  register  as  "National  Socialist"  [due  to  lack  of  other  examples]  are  actually
verbatim laws of managing life that were practiced in many Ancient Civilizations.

It's not the Nazis that invented you must take care of your race, it was common sense.
Spartans practiced it, Chinese practiced this, Mesoamericans did and everyone else.
Yet as many people completely lack knowledge, everything related to these points
brings up programmed unease.

While  we don't  feel  uneasy  we can only  plow a  field  at  specific  dates  and times
because we should "best" follow natural law, we have been programmed to recoil from
many other natural laws and their effects. In a hundred years this will  be common
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knowledge, like the fact that the sun exists and we must work around this is common
knowledge.

Still, the Joy of Satan is firm but continuing and I am doing my work in restoring on the
path that the Gods indicate to us. That's why the clarity of the links between our Gods
and the Pagan Gods, despite of being evident, arrives in steps.

A large awakening in both knowledge and information occurred after 2000, up to today,
and  this  knowledge  is  cumulating  and  arriving  to  us  in  intervals.  With  all  the
information hidden, kept down, submerged and constantly besieged, we are now on a
level of "enough" knowledge to proceed step by step.

The Joy of  Satan is not a political party. It's a Spiritual Organization that is above
politics, vested with the mission and focused to awaken humanity to higher spiritual
understanding, standards and to present a higher reality so that we can eventually
transition ourselves to a higher state of consciousness. We want to restore everything
from the past and give it publicly available for humanity.

JoS was not borne out of hate and nobody specifically chose to hate the jews. The
Jewish situation arose later as it did arise for Henry Ford well after he established
himself as a great genius in the land of automobiles, as the jews appeared like ghouls
of a higher echelon to start doing things and could be seen as manipulators of society
and the societal destiny of the Western people, whom the jews name as "Esau and
Amalek".

The reason jews do this is because they believe "God has instructed them" to smite
and destroy these people, which is something that was a "fully unknown conspiracy"
until recently where now everyone knows this exists.

Jews made up that lie so that they can easily accuse anyone of disliking them for no
"reason", reason which being is that they are one of the power blocks of this world that
runs a very aeons-long conspiracy,  of  all  places in front  of  the eyes of  all  human
beings on earth.

The  Pagan  Gods  clearly  have  been  attempted  to  be  displaced  and  have  been
subjected to endless slander and removal by the jewish people and their fairytales,
which the world has falsely accepted as being "testament" on anything else besides
the selective psychopathy of the jewish people.

Despite of being the lowest people on earth compared to the Japanese, the Hindus,
The Greeks, the Europeans, or basically everyone else, jews managed to uphold a
very specific mission borned out of sheer hate against others. Nietzsche has went into
great  depth  on  the  psycho-pathologies  of  the  jews,  which  have  to  do  with  the
subterranean  hate  being  left  unaddressed  for  centuries  and  not  only  allowed  to



ferment  against  all  people,  but  certainly  taking  the  way  against  and  opposed  to
anything like forgiveness and spiritual healing.

The reality remains however that the jews, especially when one makes research, have
done a centuries upon centuries-old warfare against us, our religious tenets, and what
they refer to as the "Satanic Side", which means that no progress and no restoration
can happen unless a brutal war of information and powerful defense occurs to defend
this Truth that they also "happen" to have been eradicating over and over again for
centuries.

To give context, the "beginner" level knowledge about Egypt being anything else than
dust, begins in around 1750, after massive "Dark Ages" coverups, coverups that deal
with our past and history. The old Freemasons played a large role in the restoration of
the real  Ancient  Greek,  Mesopotamian and Egyptian origin  discovery  of  our  world
history. India is close next up.

To further reveal  the full  facts  about  jews so that  people  actually  start  seeing the
matter  for  what  it  is.  Overt-mystification  of  the  jew  has  resulted  out  of  great
incompetence  of  Gentiles  with  no  spiritual  exposure,  which  was  systematically
imposed upon the "Goyim" or the "Heathen Nations" by the jews, so they simply have
a competitive edge against us.

The "Old Testament" is nothing but a book celebrating genocides, casting down the
"Demons",  and  essentially  just  cultural  warfare.  Somehow,  jews  have  through
manipulation and creating cultural  gaps in the Civilizations of  Gentiles [these gaps
occur on societal downfalls], they "convinced" people that this hebrew nonsense was
their "Culture". To carefully fabricate it, it was only a copy of already existing cultures,
which Gentiles were not aware of in late history of being the case.

Old Testament is simply that: How jews entered a land that helped them, gave them
work etc, how they carefully worked to upset this land and to deceive the locals to get
into positions of power, how this power was then used to take down these lands while
stealing the maximum spiritual and material loot for the "jewish people", and then how
they pretended they were innocent despite of admitting they did literally that which
they branded to as "God's plan".

Then invent fake causes that people were "against God" for defending themselves in
any level  of  that  plan,  and celebrate when if  you leave everything is  in  ruins and
everyone died. Reasons for this? Unknown, just remorseless hatred.

Such approach to life is nothing different from many desert dwelling worthless tribes
who took a wrong turn in the Ancient times, yet in the case of the jews they managed
to actually succeed better at establishing the invader tactic. That's the epitome of what
racial science refers to as "Dysgenics".



While many think that this is a grandiose plan, it's actually more focused on merely
them forcing themselves into  a rule,  as they constantly  maintain paleolithic  hatred
against Gentiles whom they have formed a culture around executing and maybe even
genocide.

Their primary objectives are cashing in the money of Gentiles, mastering parasitism
and confusion as a race,  mindwashing Gentiles  to serve the agenda of  their  own
destruction, and trying to cloak themselves from being discovered until they succeed.
Even the jews have no idea where any of this leads but as long it fills their worthless
desert tummy, which was empty because they never took a shovel to build anything,
that is fine.

The accurate name of the Jew is not a Jew, it is Yehudim, as they refer themselves to
themselves. The "Jew" is a stolen title to hide behind like many other titles they have
given themselves. So technically that's a nasty tribe from the Middle East that just did
strike bad bargains and was a master at thievery and usury, that also took mid-range
spiritual weaponry to use against it's host Nations and unsuspecting people, towards
whom it had sheer jealousy and resentment for being far greater than they.

As they had no state and were stateless, and even less productive and most lazy, but
over the years and centuries their "Religion" made them accumulate a gathering of
schizophrenics, sociopaths, psychopaths, OCD, thiefs, overly arrogant desertmen that
believed  they  deserved  the  loot  without  giving  nothing  in  return,  people  with
uncontrollable hatred, and mindwashed them for centuries to become aggressors and
destroyers,  severe persecution complex,  completely  deranged ideas of  the idea of
"God",  adding  on  top  of  these  "desirable  traits"  for  their  race  maniacal  religious
"justified" violence, they have create a monstrosity of  a people and culture, that is
highly threatening to others.

Rabbis circa their early times in the "Babylonian Exile" started creating a false identity
of  how  this  bunch  of  mongreloids  was  some  sort  of  "Divine  gathering"  and
institutionalized theft and all  the known practices jews do today, such as infiltrating
heathen Nations, taking slaves, and enslaving whole continents like they did in Africa.
On this gathering of lunatics, they also put fancy ribbons that supposedly have to do
with "God's Word" and other nonsense.

If one breaks them down to elements, you will see they are nothing "mysterious" but
just an accident in the seas of time, and a very bad "breed" that has maintained itself
due to the arrogant factors that they have chosen as aims for their "people".

Adding on top of  this  selective breeding process and maximum bastardization the
secularized hate of a paleolihic system of death that they call "religion", coupled with
the  constant  channelling  of  otherwordly  negative  entities  that  for  whatever  reason
infected  them further,  they  have  created  a  toxic  combination  of  both  metagenetic



factors  and  material  behaviors  that  derive  from culture,  that  made  them not  only
dangerous but toxic to everyone else.

The above is literally just a recipe of what the Gods indicate as "Be careful how you
breed and be careful to uphold the racial laws". The systematic production of repetitive
mistakes for centuries, has created the cutthroat people that we call jews, which have
no qualms about putting brainchips, forcing you to eat bugs etc, and despite of being a
very confused bunch filled with arrogance, managed to run the planet temporarily over
psychopathic traits and an over-extension of their low bogus "spiritual system" is a
careful selection of theft.

Systematic  breeding  of  people  with  schizophrenic,  ill  tendencies,  or  murderous
tendencies, or no remorse, can actually lead to ever worse examples in just a few
generations. If  this process is continued for as many as 40 or so generations, the
situation becomes extremely difficult.

Most people who analyzed them, be this Hitler or Ford or Nietszche or so many of their
presently extinct neighbours, were very right, but all of them lacked the spiritual depth
to understand the spiritual spine of the jews which is the amalgam of their stolen and
perverted spiritual knowledge and occult power. This gave them an edge towards the
unsuspecting victims.

In India, the jew has failed to take control, because the Hindu's have maintained the
Aryan culture and at best they were only able to cause corrosion, but not downfall.

In regards to why the Jews were not annihilated by the Ancient Peoples, who kept
them in "check" for their  behaviours,  the situation is very simple is that they were
observed as "humans". In fact, they might have "begun" their very early origins as a
very bad race of humans, filled with unaddressed evil, inferiority complex, and other
qualms.

I  do  believe  after  years  of  research on this  particular  vermin,  that  it  later  on and
progressively became the alien nonsense it is today, and it was not really left down by
a spaceship or anything like this.

Yet from closely studying their history I have came to the conclusion that any so-called
"Reptilian traits"  arrived later,  as  the leaders  of  their  race started to  strike unholy
bargains with very evil entities in order to promote their intents at all costs.

The above is obvious as simply there is no way the enlightened people of the past
would not have dealt with what should be dealt with. In fact, I believe the origins of the
material and physical form of the jews were "human" like anyone else, but a tribe that
did all the wrong moves a tribe can possibly do, including asking the most disgusting
entities to accompany them on a journey for global damnation.



If I am very objective, I will also say the Jewish people are actually on a large decline
from the very "Ancient" types, who arguably seem to be just a deranged bunch that
started  somewhere  in  Mesopotamia,  and  that's  likely  why  they  were  tolerated  by
everyone else, as they at least visually were like "Anyone else".

Rabbis have tried to constantly mystify their origins to give false credence to what the
jews  are,  presenting  them as  super  otherworldy  conquerors,  yet  the  contribution,
knowledge and understanding of this tribe is medium at best, and it's medium after all
the theft they have done. They are not a single fingernail  of  a Brahman or Shinto
master, and they were not even a fingernail of Aristotle or many other legends.

This  bandit  tribe  filled  with  race  mixed  bozos,  that  has  just  used  institutionalized
spiritual knowledge by the wiser Indo Aryans, and Whites, to run a little mafia that they
call a "Race". For that reasons, you will notice that jews seldom hestitate to race mix to
drag more people into their mix of bozos, while simultaneously retaining a semblance
of purity for their "Rabbis". That's because they simply bring on more cannon fodder in
the desert mafia.

The only thing we are to take away from this is that the jews "are" or in my view, have
"fully become" alien, to the point that the progressive changes on whatever they used
to be are now permanent, and now other "entities" can take control of them based on
unholy bargains their elders and others have struck.

Their alphabet, myths or lore, is nothing else but stolen and copied "Carry overs" from
people they always slander and they say should be genocided, and always are from
the places the jews had strong presence. Ie, theft.

Due to metagenetic factors that deal with transforming a human body and genome,
affected strongly by the spiritual  practices [this is the same reason people heal  by
meditation, for example] rampant transformation started taking place to them until they
became abominations. Like a fruit that was once a seed, they "manifested" later.

To put it simply, if one engages in wholly corrupted practices and other things, other
entities can progressively start making "changes" to people, similar to how it's stated in
Eastern  Yoga  one  will  fully  transform  eventually  as  a  species  by  following  Yogic
Sadhana.

Very  proper  Gentile  populations  have  been  massacred  by  these  entities,  like  the
Toltecs and others, who had whole factions of their race turning against them after
communication and effects from the lizards. As one lives close to the lizard for a very
long time, they become the lizard, it's that simple.

As nobody stopped or knew about this abomination process of evolution, they were
too late to stop them, or certain people due to knowledge of a very high level might
have assumed this situation could be rectified, which apparently it did not. Up until a



point  everyone  knew  of  their  existence  but  the  deeper  conspirator  mission  came
progressively to the jews.

A key  element  to  this  very  strange  plans  that  looks  alien  to  our  days,  is  about
destroying  our  religion,  and  perverting  everything  they  can  reach  and  pervert,  to
weaken and subvert us, a practice that they learned in the later Roman Empire which
they managed to internally sabotage and accelerate its downfall by the use of these
practices.

That is purposeful and to disconnect us from the good powers that can help us escape
this, and also run the Ancient Civilizations for tens and tens of thousands of years.

Their  antagonism  is  for  real  and  is  not  something  anyone  interested  in  Ancient
Spirituality can ignore, we have to address this issue and that is through the settling of
accounts with this giant mistake and removing the chains it has put on everyone for no
reason whatsoever.

Ancient Civilizations didn't have time and seldom cared about this accident happening
anywhere, and none of the stories of "JHVH" doing anything to nobody are real. Yet
this ignorance reached a point where after they maintained their cult for thousands of
years  and finally  infiltrated  a  bit,  they  just  happen to  sit  on  undeserved chairs  in
Gentile States now, running them to oblivion.

Most  of  the  claims  of  the  jewish  people  that  the  universe  works  for  them is  just
because they  are  lunatics  and among their  many  illnesses  they  have a  complete
disassociation from reality, where they are taught since infancy that if a cashier bows
down to pick one penny that dropped, that's because a Jew is a master of the universe
and they did this to serve them.

The extent of insanity when one watches them close will make everyone question why
they are even leading anything or why anyone listens to them, but that's what happens
when you allow deranged creatures to take control  of  your financial,  religious and
political power.

Systematic enforcement of Xianity made sure that they eliminated their enemies and
broke their spirit from wanting anything, further opening up people to nonsense like
that Jews must be accepted as universal rulers worthy of enslaving anyone else or
something.  Even that,  is  nothing that  much mystical,  and is  only  based on  mind-
washing.

The restoration to normalcy will be when they are cast down and eventually driven as
far away as possible.
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